How we found about ATOMS
Isaac Asimov
(Isaac Asimov is a master storyteller, one of the world’s greatest writers of science fiction.He is also a noted
expert on the history of scientific development, with a gift for explaining the wonders of science to nonexperts, both young and old.
These stories are science-facts, but just as readable as science fiction. The notion of atoms first occurred to
the Greeks over 2,500 years ago. They had no actual proof, because atoms were far too small to see. The
evidence has been gradually accumulated since, through the work of many scientists. Now the existence of
atoms is known to all. In his clear style, Isaac Asimov makes this difficult subject into a fascinating story of
discovery.

1. The notion of atoms1.
1. THE NOTION OF THE ATOM
Have you ever looked at a sandy beach from a distance? It seems like a solid piece of material, doesn’t it?
If you come close to it, though, you can see that it is made up of small, hard pieces of sand. You can pick up
some of the beach sand and let it trickle through you fingers. You can let all of it go except for one small grain you
might keep in your palm.
Is that small grain the smallest piece of sand there can be? Suppose you put that small grain on a very hard rock
and hit it with a hammer. Wouldn’t you smash it into smaller pieces? Couldn’t you smash one of those smaller
pieces into still smaller pieces? Could you keep on doing that forever?
Or suppose you take a sheet of paper and tear it in half. Then suppose you tear the half-sheet in half again, and
that new smaller piece in half and so on? Could you keep on doing that forever?
Two thousand five hundred years ago, about 450 BC a Greek scholar, or “philosopher”, thought about these
Questions. His name was Leucippus. It didn’t make sense to him to suppose that anything could be broken into
smaller, and smaller, and smaller pieces forever. Somewhere there had to come an end. At some point you had
to reach a piece so small that it couldn’t be broken up into anything- smaller.

Leucippus had a pupil, Democritus, who also thought this way. By the time Democritus died in 380 BC: he had
written some 72 books about his theories of the Universe. Among the theories was the idea that everything- in
the world was made up of very tiny pieces that were too small to be broken up further.
Democritus’s name for these small pieces was “atomos”, which is a Greek word meaning “unbreakable”. That
word becomes “atom” in English.
Democritus thought the whole world was made up of different kinds of atoms and that in between the atoms
there was nothing at all. The separate atoms were too small to be seen, but when many of them were joined in
different combinations, they made up all the different things we see about us. He thought atoms couldn’t be
made or destroyed, although they could change their arrangements. In that way, one substance would be
changed into another.
Democritus couldn’t say why he believed all this. It just seemed to make sense to him. But to most other Greek
philosophers it did not seem to make sense. Indeed, the most famous Greek philosophers did not think atoms
existed and Democritus’s views, which we might call “atomism”, therefore became unpopular.

In ancient times, all books were handwritten. In order to have more than one copy of a particular book, the
whole book had to be copied by hand. It was very hard work, and only very popular books were copied a
large number of times.
Since Democritus’s books were not popular, few copies were made. As time went on, copy after copy was
lost. Today, not one single copy of any of his books exists. They are all completely gone. The only reason we
know about his theories is that other ancient books, which have survived, mention Democritus and refer to his
theory of the atoms.
Before Democritus’s books were entirely lost, however, another Greek philosopher, Epicurus, read them and
became an atomist himself In 306 Be, he established a school in Athens, Greece, which was then an important
teaching center. Epicurus was a popular teacher and he was the first to let women come into his school as
students. He taught that all things were made up of atoms, and he is supposed to have written no less than 300
books on various subjects (although ancient books were usually quite short).
In the long run, though, Epicurus’s views also lost popularity and his books were copied fewer and fewer times.
In the end, they were all lost, just like those of Democritus.
But the notion of atoms didn’t disappear. Two centuries after Epicurus, while his books still existed, a Roman
scholar, Lucretius, became an atomist. He, too, thought that the world was made up of atoms. About 56 BC, he
wrote a long poem in Latin whose title in English is On the Nature of Things. In that poem, he explained the
views of Democritus and Epicurus in considerable detail and with great skill.
Just the same, the notion of atoms never seemed
to be popular. Lucretius’s poem wasn’t copied
often, either. As the civilizations of Greece and
Rome broke down, copy· after copy
disappeared, until finally, there wasn’t a single
one left by the time of the Middle Ages in Europe,
all the writings of Democritus, Epicurus and
Lucretius were gone and people had forgotten
about atoms.
Then, in AD 1417, someone came across an old
manuscript in an attic, which turned out to be a
somewhat damaged copy of I.ucretius’s poem.
No other copy from ancient times was ever
found. By that time, though, people in Europe
had become very interested in all ancient writings,
so, when this manuscript was discovered, it was
promptly copied a number of times.
In 1454, a German named Johann Gutenberg
invented a printing press. Instead of being copied
by hands, all the words of a book were set up in
type. Then copy after copy could be printed by
inking the type and pressing sheets of paper
against it. In this way, many copies of every book
could be quickly made. There was much less
danger of books “disappearing” after that.

One of the first books to be put into printed form was Lucretius’s poem. Many Europeans read the poem and
some were impressed by the notion of atoms. One of them was a French scholar named Pierre Gassendi, who
wrote several influential books in the first half of the 1600s. He knew many of the other scholars in Europe at the
time and informed them of his views on atoms.
In this way, the original notions of Leucippus survived for 2,000 years. Atomism just made it into modern times,
thanks to the lucky finding of that one copy of I.ucretius’s poem. Of course, modern scientists probably would
have thought of atoms themselves, but it helped to have the idea ready made from ancient times.
During the entire stretch of 2,000 years, however, there was one point that kept atoms from being taken
seriously by most scholars. Atoms were only a notion. They were just something that seemed logical to some
people.
There was no evidence. Nobody could say.
“Here is something that behaves in a particular
manner. The only way of explaining the
behavior is to suppose that atoms exist.”
To find such evidence, people had to conduct
experiments. They had to study the behavior
of matter under certain conditions, in order
to test whether that behavior could, be
explained by atoms, or not.
Gassendi was one of the first to suggest that
the proper way of learning about the Universe
was to carry out experiments. Among the
people who knew of Gassendi’s views was
an English chemist, Robert Boyle. He was
the first scientist to conduct experiments that
seemed to show atoms might exist.
Boyle was interested in air: for instance and
in how it behaved. Air wasn’t a solid that was
hard to the touch and kept its shape, it wasn’t
a liquid like water, that flowed but could he
seen it was a material that spread out very
thinly. Such a material is called a “gas”
In 1662, Boyle poured a little mercury (a
liquid metal) into a 5-metre long glass tube
shaped like the letter J. The end of the short
part of the tube was closed, while the long
part was left open.

The mercury filled the bottom part of the J and the air was trapped in the short, closed part of the tube. Boyle
then poured more mercury into the tube. The weight of the additional mercury forced some of it up into the short
part. As the mercury was forced in, the trapped air was squeezed into a smaller space. It was “compressed”.
Thc more mercury Boyle added, the more the trapped air was compressed into a smaller and smaller space.
Boyle worked out how the space taken up by the air grew less with the increasing weight of mercury. This is
called “Boylc’s Law”.
But how can air be compressed? How can it be squeezed into a smaller space?
A sponge can be compressed into a smaller space. So can a piece of bread. This is because the sponge or the
bread has little holes in it. When you squeeze the sponge or the bread, you squeeze the air out of those holes and
bring the solid material of the sponge, or the bread, closer together. (If you squeeze a wet sponge, you push
water out of the holes.)
If you can squeeze air together, as Boyle did, it must mean that the air has holes in it. In squeezing, you close
those holes and bring the material of the air closer together.
It seemed to Boyle that there must be little pieces of air —tiny atoms. Between the atoms there was space
containing nothing at all. When air was compressed, the atoms were forced closer together. He felt this was true
for all gases.
In fact, it might apply to liquids and solids, too. If you boil liquid water, it will turn into steam, which is a gas. If
you cool the steam you get water again.
The steam takes up over a thousand times as much space as the water. The easiest way of explaining this is to
suppose that in water all the atoms are so close they are touching, while in steam they are far apart.
Thus, with Boyle, in 1662, atoms for the first time became more than just a notion.

2. THE EVIDENCE OF ATOMS
Could there be different kinds of atoms?
Democritus had thought there might be. The ancient Creeks believed the world was made up of four kinds of
basic matter, or “elements”. These were earth, water, air, and fire. Democritus felt each one of them might have
a different kind of atom.
The earth atoms might be rough and uneven, so that they stuck together easily and formed the solid earth. The
water atoms might be smooth and round, so that they slipped past each other. The air atoms might be very
feathery, so that they floated. The fire atoms might be pointy and jagged, which was why fire hurt.
The Greeks, however, had chosen the four elements only because they seemed to make sense. They had no
evidence that the world was really made up of them.
Boylc, in a book he wrote in 1661, said that elements must he discovered by experiment. Chemists must try to
break down everything to the simplest possible substances. Once they had something that couldn’t be broken
down any further, that was an element.
After Boyle’s book was published, chemists began to look for elements by experimenting with matter. By the
end of the 1700s, they had discovered about 30 different elements.
Most of the common metals, such as
copper, silver, gold, iron, tin, lead, and
mercury, are elements. These metals were
known to the ancient Greeks, but the
chemists of the 1700s also found new
metal elements, such as nickel, cobalt, and
uranium.
The chemists also discovered that air is a
mixture of two gases, oxygen and
nitrogen. Each is an element. Another gas
that is an element is hydrogen. There are
also elements that are neither metals nor
gases. Carbon, sulphur, and phosphorous
are examples of these.
Could it be that every element has a
different kind of atom? Could there be
silver atoms and nickel atoms and oxygen
atoms and sulphur atoms?

Throughout the 1700s, few chemists though about this. Although Boyle and some others were atomists, most
chemists were not. They searched for new elements and studied the way in which these behaved. They didn’t
concern themselves with atoms, because they didn’t see any use in trying to study tiny objects that couldn’t be
seen.
Still, the evidence for atoms piled up. Some was obtained by a French chemist, Antoine Laurent Lavoisier. He
discovered, in 1782, that when one substance is changed into another, as when wood is burned in air and
becomes ash and smoke, the total weight doesn’t change. The final ash and smoke weigh as much as the original
wood and air. This is called “the law of conservation of matter.
Lavoisier was not one of those chemists who concerned himself about atoms, but his discovery did fit the
notion.
Suppose Democritus was right. Suppose atoms can’t be made or destroyed, and all that can be done is to
change their arrangement. Wood and air would contain atoms in one kind of arrangement. When the wood was
burned, the atoms would change their arrangement to form ash and smoke. All the atoms would still be there,
though, and their total weight wouldn’t change.
If that is so, we can test the matter
further. Instead of using total weight
we might weigh each separate
element and see what happens
when we change things around.
A French chemist, Joseph Louis
Proust, tried this. He worked in
Spain because a violent revolution
began in France in 1789 and he
thought it was safer to leave. (It
was. Poor Lavoisier didn’t leave
and he had his head cut of in 1794.)
One thing Proust found was that
he could combine three elements,
copper, carbon, and oxygen, to
form a “compound” called copper
carbonate. (A compound is a
substance made up of a
combination of different elements.)
To do this, he took 5 grammes of
copper, 4 grammes of oxygen; and
1 gramme of carbon. He ended up
with 10 grammes of copper
carbonate, since the total weight
couldn’t change.

Proust found, however, that no matter what system he used to put these elements together, he always had to use
the same proportions. It was always 5 of copper to 4 of oxygen to 1 of carbon. If he began with other
proportions, some of one or two of the elements was always left over.
Proust went on to show that this was true of other compounds as well. They were always built out of elements
in certain definite proportions and no other. By 1799, Proust was certain this was true of all compounds. His
discovery is called “the law of definite proportions”.
Proust didn’t concern himself about atoms, but you can see where they fit in here. Suppose all the elements
were made up of atoms, and the atoms couldn’t be broken into smaller pieces. When elements joined to form
some com- pound, so many atoms of one element would combine with so many atoms of another.
This connection between atoms and the law of definite proportions occurred to an English chemist, John Dalton.
He was interested in gases and was very familiar with the experiments of Boyle. He could see that the best way
to explain how air and other gases behave is to suppose they are made up of atoms. He could also see that the
law of definite proportions made sense if you suppose all the elements are made up of atoms.
Dalton studied the combination of elements on his own and he came across something new. Sometimes two
elements combined in different proportions after all.
For instance, 3 grammes of carbon combine with 4 grammes of oxygen to form a certain gas. On the other
hand, 3 grammes of carbon combine with 8 grammes of oxygen to form a different gas.
The proportions are different, but you’ll notice that 8 is just twice as large as 4. Dalton wondered if, in the first
case, 1 atom of carbon combined with 1 atom of oxygen, while in the second case 1 atom of carbon combined
with 2 atoms of oxygen.
The names we have nowadays for the two gases support this thought. Three grammes of carbon and 4 grammes
of oxygen make “carbon monoxide”, while 3 grammes of carbon and 8 grammes of oxygen make “carbon
dioxide”. The prefix “mon” means “one” and “di” means “two”.
Dalton found other cases like this. One gramme of hydrogen can combine with 3 grammes of carbon to form a
gas called methane. One gramme of hydrogen can combine with 6 grammes of carbon to form a gas called
ethylene. Again, notice that 6 is twice as large as 3.
Whenever Dalton found elements combining in different proportions, the higher proportions were always simple
multiples of the lower ones—they were twice as large or three times as large. Dalton’s discovery is called “the
law of multiple proportions” and he announced it in 1803.
Dalton could see that the law of multiple proportions made sense if you considered that one atom or two atoms
or three atoms of one element could combine with one atom of another element, but never two and a half atoms
or anything like that. He thought this was the final piece of evidence needed to show that elements combined as
atoms that could not be broken down into smaller pieces.
In 1808, Dalton published a book in which he described his views on atoms. Because of this book, it is Dalton
who is usually given credit for working out the “atomic theory” and for having discovered atoms.

This may seem strange to you, since his views were the same as those of Leucippus and Democritus over 2,000
years before. Why aren’t those ancient Greek philosophers given the credit?
There is a difference, you see. Leucippus and Democritus were just expressing their opinions. They had no
evidence, so no one had to believe them, and, in Fact, hardly anyone did.
Dalton, however, went over all the chemical experiments that could be easily explained by supposing that atoms
existed. He showed how they could be used to explain Boyle’s law, the law of conservation of matter, the law of
definite proportions and the law of multiple proportions.
When the notion of atoms can explain so many different findings, and these findings haven’t been explained in
any other way, then ii is hard to deny the notion. Now people began to believe that atoms did indeed exist. After
Dalton published his book, more and more chemists came to accept the notion of atoms and soon almost all
chemists did. That is why it is Dalton who gets the credit for the atomic theory.

3. THE WEIGHT OF ATOMS
Dalton wondered what made the atoms of different elements different from each other.
The experiments that people like Lavoisier, Proust, and Dalton himself had carried out involved the weight of
different substances. Perhaps it was possible to work out the weights of the different atoms. Perhaps that was
what made atoms different from each other.
No one could weight a single atom, of course. It was too tiny to see and certainly too tiny to work with. Maybe,
though, the weights of different atoms could be compared with each other.
For instance, 1 gramme of hydrogen combines with 8 grammes of oxygen to form water. Suppose you consider
the simplest atom arrangement for water—1 hydrogen atom combined with 1 oxygen atom. In that case, it must
mean that each oxygen atom is 8 times as heavy as each hydrogen atom. If you let I represent the weight of
hydrogen atom, you would have to let 8 represent the weight of the oxygen atom.
Dalton went on to compare the weights of other combinations of elements and to work out how heavy each
atom was in comparison to hydrogen. (Hydrogen turned out to be made up of the lightest of all the atoms.)
However, Dalton had made a mistake. It turned out that water was not made up of one hydrogen atom for every
oxygen atom.
In 1800, an Italian scientist, Alessandro Volta, had put together the first electric battery. It produced an electric
current that could be made to pass through certain substances. Before the year was over, an English chemist,
William Nicholson, heard of the discovery. He built a battery of his own and passed an electric current through
water.
Nicholson found that when an electric current passed through water, the water was broken down into hydrogen
and oxygen. He collected the two gases separately and found that the volume of hydrogen (the room it took up)
was twice as great as the volume of oxygen.

In 1809, a French chemist, Joseph Louis
Gay-Lussac, found that gases always
seemed to combine in volumes that could
be written as small whole numbers. When
hydrogen and oxygen combined to form
water, the volume of hydrogen was just twice
the volume of oxygen. When hydrogen and
chlorine combined to Form hydrogen
chloride, the volume of hydrogen was equal
to the volume of chlorine. When nitrogen and
hydrogen combined to form ammonia, the
volume of hydrogen was just 3 times that of
nitrogen. This is called “the law of combining
volumes”.
In 1811, an Italian physicist, Amedeo
Avogadro, decided he could explain the law
of combining volume, if the same volume of
different gases was always made up of the
same number of particles. These particles
might be individual atoms, or they might be
combinations of atoms called “molecules”.
This is called “Avogadro’s hypothesis”. (The
word “hypothesis” means a suggestion.)
If this hypothesis was correct, since 2 volumes of hydrogen combine with I volume of oxygen, that would
probably mean that 2 hydrogen atoms and 1 oxygen atom combine to form a molecule of water, instead of one
each as Dalton had thought.
The amount of oxygen used in forming water is still 8 times as heavy as the amount of hydrogen. This means that
the oxygen atom in the water molecule must weigh 8 times as much as the 2 hydrogen atoms put together. An
oxygen atom must then weigh 16 times as much as a single hydrogen atom. If we represent the weight of
hydrogen as 1, the weight of oxygen must be 16.
Chemists came to accept the presence of 2 hydrogen atoms in the water molecule, but almost nobody paid
attention to Avogadro’s hypothesis. For about 50 years, chemists didn’t quite understand what the law of
multiple proportions meant.
By the 1810s so many chemists were talking about elements and atoms that they felt they really needed some
shorthand way of describing them. It was so complicated always to saw “a water molecule made up of 2 atoms
of hydrogen and 1 atom of oxygen,” whenever they wanted to talk about the particles composing water.
Dalton had used little circles to represent atoms. He drew the atoms of each different element as a different kind
of circle. One element was just a blank circle, another was a black circle, still another was a circle with a dot in
it, and so on. To show how different atoms combined to form compounds, he put different circles together. It
was a kind of code that quickly became very difficult to use, as more elements and compounds needed to be
represented.

A Swedish chemist, Jons Jakob Berzelius, had a better idea in 1813. He suggested that each element be
represented by the initial letter of its Latin name. IF two elements began with the same letter, a second letter
from the name could be used. That would be the “chemical symbol”, standing for the element and also standing
for one atom of the element.
Thus, oxygen could be represented as 0, nitrogen as N, carbon as C, hydrogen as H, chlorine as Cl, sulphur as
S, phosphorus as P, and so on. When the Latin names were different from the English ones, the symbol wasn’t
as clear. Since the Latin word for gold is “aurum”, for example, the chemical symbol for gold is “Au”.
By using Berzelius’s system, it became easy to show the molecules of various substances. For instance, H
represents a single hydrogen atom, but it was found that hydrogen gas wasn’t made up of single atoms. It was
made up of molecules, each one of which was composed of 2 hydrogen atoms. The molecule could be written
as H2.

Other elements in gaseous form were also found to occur as 2-atom molecules. You could write 02, N2 and Cl2
for the oxygen molecule, the nitrogen molecule, and the chlorine molecule.
It was just as easy to write the symbols for molecules made up of more than one kind of atom. Since the water
molecule is made up of 2 hydrogen atoms and 1 oxygen atom, it could be written as H20. Carbon dioxide, with
molecules made up of 1 carbon atom and 2 oxygen atoms, is CO2, while carbon monoxide is CO.
Berzelius spent many years measuring the exact weights of the different elements that combined to form particular
compounds, just as Proust had done. Berzclius tested more compounds than Proust had, however, and was
able to work more accurately.
Berzelius used his measurements to work out the weights of the atoms of the various elements. In 1828, he
published a table of what came to be called “atomic weights”. For the most part, Berzelius’s table was accurate,
but, unfortunately, he didn’t pay any attention to Avogadro’s hypothesis about equal volumes of gases having
equal numbers of particles. For that reason, he was led astray in some cases and got 2 or 3 atomic weights
completely wrong.
Others were misled as well and for a long time different chemists insisted on different atomic weights for certain
elements. Some were confused between the hydrogen atom (H) and the hydrogen molecule (H2), and between
other cases of this kind.
By the 1850s, there were so many arguments about the structure of different molecules and about how to write
the formulae, that it began to look as though the whole notion of atoms would have to be discarded. Atomism
couldn’t be right if it gave rise to so much trouble.
A German chemist, Friedrich August Kekule, thought the best thing to do was to get all the chemists in Europe
together and have them argue it out. In 1860, therefore, the First International Chemical Congress was held in
the town of Karlsruhe in Germany. It was the first international meeting of scientists ever held. One hundred and
forty chemists attended From Germany, France, Great Britain, Russia, Italy, and other nations.
One of those attending was an Italian chemist, Stanislao Cannizzaro. He knew all about Avogadro’s hypothesis
and he was convinced that: if chemists paid attention to it, they would all be much better off.
He presented all his thoughts in a clearly written pamphlet. At the Congress, he made a strong speech about
Avogadro, and then handed out his pamphlet to all the chemists present. He also talked in private to some of the
more important chemists, explaining all the points carefully.
His efforts worked. The chemists understood, and the confusion of the past years began to go away. At the
time, a Belgian chemist, Jean Servais Stas, was working out a table of atomic weights with greater care than
even Berzelius had done. He worked so carefully that he could show that the oxygen was not exactly 16 times
as heavy as the hydrogen atom. It was a little less heavy than that. If the hydrogen atom was 1, then the oxygen
atom was 15·88.
Oxygen, however, combined with more of the various elements than hydrogen did, so that Stas worked with
almost all of the time. It was very convenient for oxygen him to have the atomic weight of oxygen an exact
number. It made the arithmetic easier. Stas let the atomic weight of oxygen be exactly 16, which meant the
atomic weight of hydrogen would be 1·008, instead of 1. This system continued to be used for a hundred years.
Stas adopted Avogadro’s hypothesis after Cannizzaro explained it at the conference. Stas prepared his atomic
weights accordingly and by 1865 he was able to make public the first modern table of such figures. Since that
time, there have been corrections to his figures, but only small ones.

4. THE ARRANGEMENT OF ATOMS
Although the problem of the atomic weights was now worked out, that wasn’t the only difficulty in connection
with atoms.
Most of the compounds studied in the early 1800s were made up of simple molecules with just a few atoms in
each. It was enough to list the different kinds of atoms and tell how many there were of each. The water
molecule was H20 (2 atoms of hydrogen and 1 atom of oxygen); the ammonia molecule was NH3 (1 atom of
nitrogen and 3 atoms of hydrogen); the hydrogen chloride molecule was HCl (1 atom of hydrogen and 1 atom
of chlorine); the molecule of sulphuric acid was H2SO4 (2 atoms of hydrogen, 1 atom of sulphur, and 4 atoms of
oxygen).
In some cases, however, just numbering the atoms wasn’t enough. In 1824, two German chemists, Justus von
Liebig and Friedrich Wohler, were working on two different compounds. Each worked out the formula for his
compound, and found so many atoms of this element and so many of that.
When they announced their results, it turned out that both compounds had the same formula. The molecule of
each contained the same elements in the same proportions —yet they were different compounds behaving in
different ways.
Berzelius, who was the leading chemist of his time, was astonished. He repeated the work of the two chemists
and round that both were correct. There were two different compounds made up of the same elements in the
same proportions. Berzelius called them ‘’isomers’’, from Greek words meaning, “equal proportions”.
Other cases of isomers were found, almost always in molecules containing the carbon atom. This was particularly
important because the molecules present in living organisms usually contain carbon atoms. In fact, Berzelius
called these carbon-containing molecules from giants and animals “organic compounds” for that reason.
It became harder and harder to work out the formulae for organic compounds. Whereas most of the molecules
without carbon atoms (“inorganic compounds”) were small, so that their structures were easily worked out,
organic compounds were made up of large molecules containing many atoms. Chemists began to get very
confused as to just how many of each type of atom were present in the large organic molecules. Even when they
did come out with some figures, they found that the same combinations, C2H6O, for instance, might represent
several different isomers.
It obviously wasn’t enough to list the numbers of atoms in a molecule. Those atoms must be arranged in some
particular way. Therefore, even if you had the same number of the same kinds of atoms in two different molecules,
they might be arranged in different ways. That was what made the molecules different.
But how could the chemists work out the ways in which atoms were arranged in molecules, when both atoms
and molecules were too small to see?
The first step forward was taken by an English chemist, Edward Frankland. He combined organic molecules
with certain metals, and he found that the atom of a particular metal always combined with a particular number
of organic molecules.

In 1852, he suggested that each different kind of atom must have the power of combining with no more than a
certain number of other atoms. Each kind of atom had a certain “valence”, from a Latin word meaning “power”.
For instance, hydrogen had a valence of one. A hydrogen atom can combine with only one other atom. Oxygen
has a valence of two, so it can combine with two other atoms. Nitrogen has a valence of three; carbon has a
valence of four; and so on.
In 1858, a Scottish chemist, Archibald Scott Couper, suggested that each atom be looked on as though it had a
number of “bonds” by which it could attach itself to other atoms. Since hydrogen had a valence of one, the
hydrogen atom had one bond, which could be written as H-.
You could then build up molecules by attaching the bonds between atoms. Thus, a hydrogen molecule, made up
of 2 hydrogen atoms, could be H—H, each atom holding on to the other by its one bond. Sometimes more than
one bond could he used to connect two atoms.
Sometimes some of the bonds are not used. Carbon monoxide is CO, which can be written as C=O. The
oxygen atom has only two bonds and they are used up, but the carbon atom has four bonds, and two of them are
not being used. However, carbon monoxide burns easily combining with oxygen, picking up an oxygen atom for
each pair of unused bonds and becoming carbon dioxide.
The method of using atom bonds to build up molecules as easily applied to the small inorganic compounds. It
was, however, the large and confusing organic molecules that needed to be explained.
Kekule struggled to apply the valence theory to organic compounds, and in 1858 he presented his results. He
showed that, by concentrating on the fact that carbon atoms had four bonds each, he could make sense out of
a number of molecules whose structures had until then been puzzling.
In order to make sure he was on the right
track, he had to be certain of the atomic
weights of each element he used. That was
one reason he arranged the First International
Chemical Congress. Once Cannizzaro got
the matter of atomic weights straightened out,
Kekule was sure he was on the right track.
For instance, the molecule of acetic acid,
which gives vinegar its sour taste, is C2H402
Many problems involving organic
compounds began to be solved quickly once
Kekule announced his system. One simple
compound remained a puzzle, however. That
was Model of benzene atoms benzene,
which has the formula C6H6 There seemed
to be no way of combining 6 carbon atoms
and 6 hydrogen atoms by the Kekule system
to make a molecule that would be expected
to behave as benzene did.

Kekule puzzled over the problem but got nowhere. Then, one day in 1865, he was riding on a horse-drawn bus
and fell into a doze. While half asleep, he seemed to see a chain of carbon atoms whizzing past him. Suddenly,
the tail end of one chain attached itself to the head end to form a ring of atoms. Kekule snapped awake and
knew he had the answer.
The formula for benzene looks like a hexagon.
In 1874, a Dutch chemist, Jacobus Henricus Van’t Hoff, showed how the bonds of the carbon atom might be
placed in actual space, not just drawn on a piece of paper. It became possible to make 3-dimensional models
of molecules, with all the atoms in the right place and all the bonds pointing in the right direction.

5. THE REALITY OF ATOMS
By the end of the 1800s, the atomic theory had won all its battles. The structures of more and more molecules
were being worked out in detail, even some pretty complicated organic ones.
Chemists used Kekule’s system to guide them in putting together atoms to form new molecules that didn’t exist
in nature. Such “synthetic molecules” could sometimes be used as dyes or as perfumes or as medicines.
But still no one had ever seen an atom or a molecule. Atoms and molecules remained just ways of explaining
what chemists found. They were very handy notions, but no one knew what atoms or molecules were really like,
how big they were, how much they weighed, how they were shaped, or anything else. A Russian-German
chemist, Friedrich Wilhelm Ostwald, who was a good friend of Van’t Hoff, said that atoms shouldn’t be taken
too seriously. They were a useful idea, but nothing else. Even though his friend, Van’t Hoff, had worked out
ways of preparing- models of molecules, Ostwald insisted that there was no evidence that atoms really existed.
Was there any way of persuading Ostwald that atoms existed?
Back in 1827, a Scottish botanist named
Robert Brown was using a microscope
to look at tiny particles of pollen Boating
in water. He noticed that the little pieces
of pollen moved about in every direction.
Of course, pollen grains come from plants
and have little specks of life in them, so
Brown thought the pieces might be moving
because they were alive.
Brown tried the same experiment,
however, with tiny dye particles, which
were definitely not living. They moved in
exactly the same way. Such motion is
called “Brownian motion”. For over 30
years, no one knew how to explain it.

About 1860, a Scottish mathematician, James Clerk Maxwell, studied the behavior of gases. He showed that
not only must they be made up of atoms or molecules, but these atoms or molecules must be moving in all
directions all the time, and they must be bouncing off each other. The higher the temperature, the faster the
atoms or molecules moved and the harder they bounced.
In liquids like water, the molecules are always moving and bouncing, too, though not as easily as in gases.
Anything, which is surrounded by water, is constantly being struck by atoms or molecules from all sides. There
is just about the same number of collisions from opposite sides, so that the collisions mostly balance each other.
There may be a few more from one direction than another, but atoms and molecules are so light that a few more
collisions make no difference if the object being struck is fairly large.
But suppose you have a very tiny particle in water. It is being struck from all directions and, when a few more
water molecules hit from one direction or another, the tiny particle gets a sizeable blow. First there may be a few
extra collisions from one direction, then from another, then From still another, and so on. The particle is shoved
first in one direction, then in another, then in still another, and so on.
The tiny particle jiggles about endlessly, according to the direction from which the molecular collisions happen to
come. That is the explanation of Brownian motion.
In 1905, a German-born mathematician, Albert Einstein, took up the problem of particles moving by Brownian
motion. It seemed to him that the smaller the moving particle is, the more easily it would be pushed around by
the colliding molecules and the further it would be pushed away from its original position in a certain amount of
time. Again, the larger the moving molecules, the more easily they would push the particle and the further they
would push it. Field-emission microscope

Einstein worked out a complicated mathematical expression that involved the size of the particle, the size of the
water molecule, the distance the particle moved in a certain length of time, and so on. If someone could determine
the figures for all the different parts of the mathematical expression, except for the size of the water molecule,
that size could then be calculated.
In 1908, a French scientist, Jean Baptiste Perrin, tackled the problem. He put small particles of somethingcalled Rum resin in a container of water. Gravity pulled the particles to the bottom of the container, but Brownian
motion kept pushing them upwards.

According to Einstein’s mathematical expression, the number of particles in the water ought to get less and less
by a certain amount as one went up from the bottom. Perrin counted the particles at various heights and was
able to supply numbers for everything in Einstein’s mathematical expression except the size of the water molecule.
Then he could calculate its size.
For the first time, the size of the water molecule and of the atoms that made it up were worked out. It turned out
that an atom is about 1/100,000,000th of a centimetre across. That means that if 100 million atoms were placed
side by side, they would form a line 1 centimetre long.
It also meant that in a litre of water there are 30,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 water molecules. If a
single drop of water was divided equally among all the 4,000,000,000 people in the whole world, each person
would get nearly 7,000,000,000,000 molecules.
Ostwald had to give in when the news of Perrin’s experiment arrived. Brownian motion certainly made it
possible for a person to see individual molecules at work. Even though the molecules themselves couldn’t be
seen, the results of their jiggling, pushing, and colliding could be seen. Thus, thanks to Perrin, there came clear
proof as to how large individual atoms were.
After that, virtually every scientist was sure that atoms really existed and that they weren’t just a handy notion.
In 1936, a German scientist named Erwin Wilhelm Mueller invented a “field-emission microscope”. This made
use of a very fine needle-tip in a container from which all the air had been removed (a “vacuum”).

When heated, the needle-tip gave off tiny particles, which moved away from the tip in straight lines and hit a
screen covered with chemicals that glowed when the particles struck them. From the glow, a person could tell
what kind of structure the needle-tip had.
Mueller improved this device and by the 1950s he could take photographs of the glowing screen, which showed
the individual atoms making up the needle-tip, all neatly lined up.

Finally, people were able to see atoms. By the time they did, though, they knew that atoms were not what they
had once been thought to be. Leucippus and Democritus had thought that atoms were unbreakable objects and
the smallest things possible. (Remember that the very word “atom” means “unbreakable”.)
Dalton had thought the same thing and, all through the 1800s, chemists had been sure that the atoms were the
smallest things there were. They imagined atoms to be tiny little balls, hard and smooth, which couldn’t be
marked or broken.
Then, as the 1800s ended, it was found that this was not so after all. The atom was made up of many kinds of
still smaller “sub-atomic particles”. One important sub- particle is the “electron”. It is only 1/1837th as heavy as
the hydrogen atom, which is the smallest atom. The particles given off by the fine needle-tip of Mueller’s first
field-emission microscope were electrons.
Nowadays scientists know that atoms contain a tiny nucleus at their very center. This tiny nucleus weighs about
as much as the entire atom. Around it are a number of very light electrons. The way in which scientists discovered
what the inside of atoms looked like is a complicated story. It will have to be told in another book.
END

